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Abstract. This study proposes a model for supporting the decision making process of the cloud policy for the deployment of virtual machines in cloud environments. We explore two configurations, the static case in which virtual machines are generated according to the cloud orchestration, and the dynamic case in which virtual machines are reactively adapted according to the job submissions, using migration, for optimizing performance time metrics. We integrate both solutions in the same simulator for measuring the performance of various combinations of virtual machines, jobs and hosts in terms of the average execution and total simulation time. We conclude that the dynamic configuration is prosperous as it offers optimized job execution performance.
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1. Introduction

Over the recent years, the cloud paradigm emerged as one of the most important IT infrastructures for delivering services via the public Internet. This based on the clouds' great capability to offer virtualized configuration (computational power along with the required software; Bessis et al., 2011). In such environments, massive computing capacity resides at a remote space and could be delivered in the form of software, hardware, or developers platform. These offered services have been encapsulated in application execution requests posed by the end-users, and this is identical to the overall scheduling problem in Grid
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systems (Xhafa and Abraham, 2010). Hence, cloud computing share similar fundamental elements with other large scale and distributed computing paradigms, e.g. clusters and grids (Bessis et al., 2012b). To this extend, this work adapts the cloud definition (Carolan and Gaede, 2009) that suggests that cloud is about “services that are encapsulated, have an API, and are available over the network”.

This inclusive vision allows us to focus on how to orchestrate the cloud service distribution, rather than aim to the deployment of the underlying infrastructure. Usually, the application tasks are submitted to a cloud datacenter through the user interface namely also as broker. The latter acts on behalf of users and is responsible for the communication between cloud low-level organization and users. The tasks that arrive in the cloud are forwarded for execution within the cloud datacenter. This virtualizes required computational power and software in small easy manageable chunks namely as Virtual Machines (VMs). By the use of virtualization paradigm cloud provides the ability to deliver virtual versions of hosts (nodes) by increasing the scalability of the overall setting. In addition, the cloud could contain a lower number of physical machines and servers, and this reduces the management time, maintenance labor and failures handling (Gong et al., 2010).

Similarly, one of the advantages of VMs is that physical space utilization could be augmented within a cloud datacenter by virtualization (Bessis et al., 2012b). However, this decision (taken by the hosts) for the most appropriate deployment of VM instantiation method is a challenging task. This is to say that selecting VMs generation strategy could be affected by various options. For example, a cloud could initialize a huge number of a small scale VMs to handle more requests, and this will penalize the overall performance. On the contrary, low number of VMs for increasing performance, could conclude with job latencies because of non-availability.

In this work we suggest that the choice for selecting the VM generation strategy could be based on reactively adaptive decisions taken by the hosts and based on historical, current and expected job input. Specifically, by analyzing the characteristics of the cloud jobs (cloudlets) we determine a more efficient VM instantiation model. This includes an initial appreciation of the job features, e.g. the number of submitted cloudlets, the physical resources demanded and the scheduling allocation policy (Bessis et al., 2012a). Although this practice seems more efficient in terms of enhancing the quality of service levels, yet it compromises the overall performance due to the waiting time for VM deployment.

Thus cloud hosts need a sufficient amount of interval time delay of configuring VMs from the very beginning (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2011). It should be mentioned, that a VM configuration typically includes the time for specifying physical resources (CPU, RAM and storage space) and operating system (OS) installation along with the required software set up. Thus, in the case of a large number of job submissions, the time needed to analyze the jobs and produce the appropriate number of VMs sufficiently increases the interval time for service management. Instantiating new VMs is a slow operation that usually includes minutes e.g. in EC2 (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2007).

A convenient method to propagate VMs in hosts is by deploying from a pool of pre-configured and already executed VMs. Specifically, by using forking processing method (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2009), we explore the performance of the VMs average execution
time. In forking, the generation happens by inheritance of the state of the parent thread and creating a distinct child thread within a multithreaded environment. After forking, the VMs are migrated from the pool and placed to available hosts for accepting job submissions.

In this work we explore static and reactive dynamic deployment of VMs instantiation. First, we discuss the motivation (Section 2) and the related works (Section 3) for identifying relevant features. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the cloud parameters and model the algorithms of the VM instantiation (Section 4). Then, we present the configuration specification (Section 5.1) and we analyze performance results from various metrics as extracted from a simulated static environment for certain job variations to explore benchmarks (Section 5.2). Next, we integrate the dynamic reactive instantiation using the forking method and simulate the VM migration within the same environment of the static case (Section 5.3). Finally, we brief applicable scenarios for dynamic VM instantiation (Section 6) and conclude in Section 7.

2. Motivation

There are several evolving motivations that cloud computing encompasses in the area of VM deployment. These are mostly related with the association of virtualization paradigm to the large size of clouds and the decision process on deploying VMs. In general, the challenge in managing virtualized environments efficiently is directly related with scheduling (Frachtenberg et al., 2008). They describe that host VMs often operate with no coordination and knowledge of each other scheduling issues. The view is that scheduling will play an important role in virtualized settings where performance and utilization matter (Frachtenberg et al., 2008). Eventually, novel works should aim to the direction of orchestrating the overall process of scheduling in twofold, firstly guests (VMs) within hosts and secondly scheduling inside the guests OS.

Although, there are still no strong literature directions in virtualization scheduling, the characterization of dynamic allocation of customized VM images is of increasingly importance due to the large variety of services and multi-hosted environments (Frachtenberg et al., 2008). The notion of the dynamically virtualized setting is also presented in literature (Diaz et al., 2011). The authors present the Future Grid, a testbed to perform experiments in HPC, grids and clouds. Within it, developers use VMs for not simply storing a guest image but rather focus on the way an image is created through a method known as templating. It has been stated that it is possible at any time to regenerate an image based on the template that is used to install the software stack onto a bare operating system. In this way, the development of a customized image repository not only provides functional advantages, but it also provides structural advantages aimed to increase efficient use of the storage resources (Diaz et al., 2011).

Thus, it is vital to consider new ways of deploying VMs for increasing the quantity of provided services, while at the same time hiding the low level functionality from the end-users. This has been highlighted in past (Foster and Kesselman, 2004) that users should be able to invoke any desired operation, however, without regarding how the instances are implemented within the environment. They continue that on the lower level various
implementation directions could be applied including stochastic or reactive virtualization of services. Similarly, it has been emphasized the need for customized tools and service in a Cloud (Younge et al., 2011). Particularly, they imply that in order to meet user needs an easy to customize environment is required, and virtualization emerges this capability. In this settings service implementation is a requested operation and sandboxed in services that may be virtual provided through an interface, which in turn may be virtualized as well (Foster and Kesselman, 2004). This implies that more levels of virtualization might be applied when the service integration process taking place.

With these in mind, our motivation and contribution is to explore and contrast whether virtual machines that are generated according to the cloud host equals or else the execution performance as if virtual machines were reactively adapted according to the job submissions.

3. Related Works

This section presents the related works are discussed within the area of VM deployment. In general, the term virtualization refers to the organization of virtual chunks of the physical hosts for splitting the computational power. Usually, the cloud administrator configures VMs in a custom way to meet user requirements. However, as the number of users increased, it becomes apparent that a more automatic way needed for VMs creation. Various works (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2007) discuss that the current solutions include substantial labor effort of the cloud administrator. In this way resources could be remain in idle state, as it is difficult for a developer to take highly level decisions when a large number of services request execution. For addressing this shortage, various solutions have been developed that mainly aim to the VM life cycle provisioning.

Initially, those include the migration of ready states of VMs among hosts for achieving automation of VMs scheduling. There are two generic classifications of migration procedures in this area, called process migration and live migration. Process migration is an old studied approach, which includes the procedure of transferring a process from one machine (host resource) to another (remote resource). Live migration, conversely, provides the capability to move VMs from one machine to another while processes still running. Process and live migration share advantages and drawbacks, however a detailed appreciation of these methods is beyond the aim of this study.

Thus, initially, the copy on reference solution (Zayas, 1987) is an old way to process migration and was the basic for developing the memory-on-demand method (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2007). Using this method, VMs are cloned on reference by duplicating their state. This raises questions regarding the state transfer mechanism and the level of transparency. Other work (Vrable et al., 2005) illustrates a more advanced solution that uses the copy-on-write technique. In this way VMs are cloned from a static template that does not provide migration among VMs to different hosts. Similarly, a different study (Sapuntzakis et al., 2002) uses a lazy copy-on-reference solution. Using secondary storage devices, allow the copy of processes among VMs by achieving a low-bandwidth consumption model. At last, in other work authors perform an experiment to virtualize a large number of nodes for
mimicking an experiment (Gong et al., 2010). Their results show that requires a significant amount of time to instantiate the whole network of nodes.

A migration mechanism is presented in literature (Zhang et al., 2000) that first vacates tasks from node to node and then re-instantiate those to the target set. The authors suggest that migration when combined with backfilling can be beneficial in terms of utilization. However, results show that the maximum utilization does not change from the whole system perspective. A different solution (Bustos, 2003) is based on percentage loading at node. The solution uses a proactive library for the migration of jobs, and a multicast channel to coordinate the nodes. The experimental analysis shows low resource utilization at a medium average throughput. To continue, the Zap (Osman et al., 2002) is a system to allow process migration of domains called pods. However, this model has limited success primarily because of the difficulty of encapsulating the state of a running application. Next, the sandpiper (Wood et al., 2012) is a system that initiates migration using automation of monitoring tasks and by detecting hotspots it determines a new mapping of physical to virtual resources. However, this system does not support replication services automation. Finally, a storage migration-scheduling algorithm has been implemented (Zhang et al., 2011) for improving storage and I/O performance during migration. The benefits include the minimization of extra traffic, and the efficient handling of large image sizes.

Different from all the aforementioned solutions, our work address the problem of low latency replication of VMs (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2011). The authors (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2009) suggest that by using the VM fork abstraction clones could be easily instantiated and transferred as replicas to the same or different hosts. Furthermore, they present a solution called SnowFlock that offers significant advantages in VM cloning. Firstly, it decreases the time that needs for a clone to be instantiated by only copying the state critical state along with the VM memory image, and secondly, by modifying the guest kernel minimizes the bandwidth transfer. Conclusively, the authors prove through their experimental analysis that their solution overcomes concerns from aforementioned works in terms of minimized interval time of VM cloning (less than 1000 ms).

In this work our focus is on exploring the VM instantiation from the perspective of different job submissions, so we do not aim to explore the migration low-level infrastructure. In our work, we extend the application of the forking method (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2009) in a cloud environment with the assumption that VM migration is less than 1000 ms. Based on this, we present our VM instantiation analysis by exploring and contrasting job execution performances when using static and dynamic VM cases.

4. Designing the Cloud Exchanging Model

A key feature in optimizing a cloud performance is the level of gratification that the setting could offer to the users job submissions (Bessis et al., 2012b). In this section we take the user view and we explore the VM instantiation that is correlated to job characteristics. Let us first define the terms of static and reactive dynamic deployment for VMs instantiation.

- As static case we define the deployment of VMs in which there is a fixed number of VMs that are instantiated by the hosts. Specifically, static VMs are established from
the cloud administrator and are not drawn up from the users queries and requests for service executions.

- As dynamic case we define the vigorous deployment of VMs in which instantiation is based on different criteria and may vary on time. This is to say that VMs are generated based either on the number of jobs enter the environment. In addition, VMs could be migrated as a way of further enhancing the cloud performance.

Based on that we present the cloud life cycle for a cloudlet submission. The rationality behind this decision is to explore a static cloud and extract performance results by exploring the setting for certain job variations and various VMs number. Thus, we first analyze the VM instantiation process by modeling the algorithms of the cloud component. Then, we integrate algorithms within a simulator for extracting results in static and dynamic cases. The dynamic VMs are reactively adapted to auto-migration utilizing the VM forking concept.

4.1. The VM Instantiation Conceptual Analysis

Here, we analyze the VM instantiation concept by discussing the typical cloudlet life cycle within a cloud datacenter. Specifically, we assume that there is one cloud with various datacenters $D = [d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n]$ that each of these contains various hosts $H = [h_1, h_2, \ldots, h_n]$. Each host generates a number of VMs $VM = [VM_1, VM_2, \ldots, VM_n]$ and each VM accepts a set of cloudlets $C = [c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n]$ for job execution. For all cloudlets $\forall c_n \in C$ there is a specific configuration setting that contains the cloudlet characteristics. These are the required number of processors $c_{PEs}$, the length $c_L$, the filesize $c_{FS}$ (input), the output size $c_{OS}$. Each cloudlet is associated with a utilization model for experimentation, related either with a stochastic or a standard utilization threshold level. This study incorporates both solutions to explore multiple threshold performance. In particular, the static case implies that the utilization model attempts to execute all cloudlets by achieving utilization threshold 100%. In dynamic case we test the utilization threshold in 80% thus we assume that the rest 20% is utilized by the migration mechanism. These are extensively discussed in Section 5.

Similarly to cloudlets, for all VMs $\forall VM_{hn} \in V$ there is a specific configuration setting that contains the VM characteristics. These are the the name of the VM $VM_{VNM}$, the VM size $VM_{S}$, the RAM $VM_{RAM}$, the available million of instructions per second (MIPS) $VM_{MIPS}$, the bandwidth speed $VM_{BW}$, the number of processing cores $VM_{PEs}$. In addition, each VM is associated with a scheduling policy for cloudlets execution. These are extensively discussed in Section 5.2.

As said previously each cloud contains $h_b$ hosts and for $\forall H_b \in H$ there is a configuration setting that contains the host characteristics. These are the host id $HID$, the host MIPS $h_{MIPS}$, the number of cores $h_{PEs}$, the RAM size $h_{RAM}$, the storage $h_{ST}$, and the bandwidth speed $h_{BW}$. In addition each host is associated with a scheduling policy that controls the allocation of VMs to hosts. This is to control the provisioning of physical resources for VM instantiation (e.g. provisioning of PEs, RAM etc.). Different host provisioning policies are extensively discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
Thus, we define as cloud capacity for cloudllet execution the augmentation of physical and virtual resources as given by formula (1). Specifically, the sum of cloud capacity is equal to the product of the sums of datacenter, hosts and VMs number. As \( d(\alpha) \) is denoted the datacenter, as \( h(\beta) \) the datacenter host and as \( VM(\gamma) \) the host VM.

\[
\text{cloud capacity} = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{d} d(\alpha) \times \sum_{\beta=1}^{h} h(\beta) \times \sum_{\gamma=1}^{VM} VM(\gamma)
\]  

(1)

During the cloud life cycle the cloudlets submitted by the users through a broker to the VMs for execution. In particular, the job distribution is based on the message exchanging optimization (MEO) model (Bessis et al., 2012c). This allows a sophisticated dispersal of messages in order to minimize the latency of the setting. It should be mentioned that these jobs are identical to a real cloud application abstraction, thus we assume that the cloudlets could represent either a single job or the smallest manageable chunk of a large parallel job submission.

Figure 1 shows the cloud exchange model. Specifically, a user interacts with the broker for demanding service executions. The latter acts on behalf of the user and requests from the environment specific resources in the form of resource capacity (Rodero et al., 2010). The brokering model (Sotiriadis et al., 2012c) where we have detailed the topologies and interactions of brokers and meta-brokers. In the cloud setting, the general management platform offers the operational and business functionalities for responding to the user request. Specifically, various processes take place within both components e.g. operational management involves security control, fault tolerance management, and eventually scheduling coordination. The operational management is also responsible for the core middleware functionalities including VM orchestration via the hypervisor. The hypervisor is a piece of software for controlling the VM deployment. The business functionalities, on the other hand, include the Service Level Agreement (SLA) communication process involving payments and debts, which are decided prior to the service submission and scheduling.

During the exchange phase, cloudlets are submitted to the VMs through the broker for job executions. The users do not have any knowledge on that, as the process is organized by the broker who is responsible for binding cloudlets to VMs. Together various other
components initialize communication within the datacenter. It should be mentioned that each a cloud registry monitors the whole procedure and the communication among users, broker and datacenters. A finer detail of the most important functionalities of the cloud life cycle will allow us to develop the interactions among key cloud components and identify the VMs scheduling issues. These are based on the study of Calheiros et al. (2011) and listed below:

- The cloud contains one or more datacenters, which are the resource providers.
- The cloud is supplied with a cloud broker that is responsible for the cloudlet submissions to the hosts. It should be mentioned that additional brokering functionalities could be applied e.g. to submit cloudlets to VMs based on specific rules.
- The cloud deploys VMs either by scratch or by VM migration etc. and informs the broker for the level of availability.
- The cloud accepts the cloudlets from the broker and initializes the cloudlet submission phase.
- The cloudlet execution happens by the allocation policies as defined within the hosts and VMs.

Hence, typically in a cloud environment job scheduling is a two-fold decision (Sotiriadis et al., 2012a) that includes the following:

- The host level scheduling that incorporates the way in which VMs allocated within the host namely as the host allocation policy. This applies to the sharing of resource in a time and space manner.
- The VM level scheduling that integrates the local job allocation policy (local resource management system). This includes the way in which jobs are executed in the local queue (first-come-first-served local scheduler).

4.2. Modeling the Algorithmic Structure

This section demonstrates the algorithms of the cloud run-time phases including components such as cloudlets, VMs and datacenters along with the job submission and execution phases. Using these algorithms, we integrate our solution to model a cloud setting that explores the optimization methods for VM deployment. Specifically, this aims to explore static and reactive dynamic deployment of VMs instantiations. For that reason we utilize a forking processing method (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2009), in order to discover the performance of the VMs average execution time. It should be mentioned that in the forking case, the generation happens by inheritance of the state of the parent thread that creates a distinct child thread within a multithreaded environment. After forking, the VMs are migrated from the pool and placed to available hosts for accepting job submissions. The algorithms presented in this section demonstrate that procedure.

Figure 2 demonstrates the sequence diagram of the aforementioned discussion. Specifically, it includes the initialization phase in which the cloud administrator configures the host of the datacenter, and the VMs that deployed within. Then the broker accepts the cloudlet submission from the user and redirects jobs to the VMs for execution. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the cloudlet initialization phase that includes the cloudlet length,
Algorithm 1: The cloudlet initialization phase

**input**: $c_{\text{LIST}}$: The container of cloudlets (in the form of an array)
- $c_L$: The length of the cloudlet
- $c_{FS}$: The cloudlet filesize
- $c_{OF}$: The cloudlet output size
- $c_{PEs}$: The number of cores (PEs)
- $c_r[\cdot ]$: The cloudlet (in the form of an array of subcloudlets)
- $\text{userID}$: The user ID
- $x$: cloudlet number
- $c_{UM}$: The utilization model (defined for experimental purposes)

**output**: The cloudlet formation

```
for $c_c = [i, i++, x]$ do
    $c_c[i_1] \leftarrow (i, c_L, c_{PEs}, c_{FS}, c_{OF}, c_{UM})$
    $c_c[i_2] \leftarrow \text{userID} (i)$
    $c_c[i_3] \leftarrow c_{\text{LIST}} [i]$
```

number of coes (processing elements – PEs), the number of cloudlets and the utilization model. Specifically, the last one implies that the hosts will be utilized if there is computational power available.

Algorithm 2 demonstrates the configuration setup of the VM deployment.
Algorithm 2: The VM initialization phase

**input**: VM\_LIST: The container of VMs (in the form of an array)

- VM\_S: The size of the VM
- VM\_PES: The number of CPU cores (PEs)
- VM\_RAM: The RAM size
- VM\_MIPS: The available MIPS
- VM\_BW: The bandwidth speed
- VM\_NAME: The VM name
- VM\_y: The VM (in the form of an array of sub-VMs)
- userID: The user ID

**output**: The VM formation

\[
\text{for } VM_H = [i, i++, y] \text{ do } \\
\text{VMVM} [i_1] \leftarrow (i, VM_S, VM_PES, VM_RAM, VM_MIPS, VM_BW, VM_NAME, VM_Sp) \\
\text{VMVM} [i_2] \leftarrow \text{VM\_LIST} [i] \\
\text{end}
\]

Algorithm 3: The datacenter initialization phase

**input**: host\_LIST: The container of hosts (in the form of an array)

- host\_ID: The host ID
- host\_PES: The number of CPU cores (PEs)
- host\_RAM: The RAM size
- host\_ST: The storage size
- host\_MIPS: The available MIPS
- host\_BW: The bandwidth speed
- host\_H: The current host
- z: The number of hosts
- host\_SP: The VM allocation policy (VM scheduling)
- host\_PP: The host provisioning policy (host scheduling)

**output**: The datacenter hosts initialization

\[
\text{for } host_H = [i, i++, z] \text{ do } \\
\text{host}_H [i_1] \leftarrow (i, host_S, host_ID, host_PES, host_RAM, host_ST, host_MIPS, host_BW, host_SP, host_PP) \\
\text{host}_H [i_2] \leftarrow \text{host\_LIST} [i] \\
\text{end}
\]

Algorithm 3 illustrates the datacenter initialization phase which includes the host formation. It contains information regarding the host PEs, RAM, MIPS, bandwidth etc. as well as the number of VMs to be instantiated along with the VM allocation policy.
Algorithm 4: The cloudlet submission and execution phase

**input**: dc_B: The datacenter broker
dc_ID: The datacenter ID
VM_LIST: The VM instantiated list
c_LIST: The cloudlet instantiated list
x: Number of cloudlets
y: Number of VMs
HostAllocationPolicy: The VM scheduling policy
VMAllocationPolicy: The cloudlet scheduling policy
create_VM: The VM creation function
create_C: The cloudlet instantiation function
get_C: The function to get cloudlets
submit_C: The submission function
run: A function to indicate the execution of policies

**output**: The cloudlet submission and execution
dc_B(dc_ID)
VM_LIST[] ← create_VM(dc_B, y)
c_LIST[] ← create_C(dc_B, x)
for all host_H[i] do
    run (host_BW, host_SP, host_PP)
    HostAllocationPolicy(host_i)
    for all VM_M [i] do
        run (VM_SP)
        VMAllocationPolicy(VM_i)
        for all c_C [i] do
            run (c_CM)
        end
    end
end

Algorithm 4 demonstrates the cloudlet submission phase that comprises the preconditions of initialization phase (Algorithm 1) and the host allocation policy included at the host level. It demonstrates also the cloudlet execution phase based on the precondition of the cloudlet submission phase (Algorithm 1). This includes the scheduling that happens at the local level within the VM. Specifically, it includes the datacenter broker and ID description, the VM instantiated list, the number of cloudlets and VMs, the host allocation policy as well as operations for creating, submitting and executing requests.

Within the timeframe of Fig. 2, that represents the cloud life cycle by incorporating the interactions between Algorithms 1, 2, 3 and 4, various allocation policies and utilization strategies are taking place. Specifically, the diagram contains two actors, the end-user who submits the cloudlets, and the administrator who is responsible for initializing components. This concludes the discussion of the VM instantiation model as happened within
the hosts of the cloud datacenter. The next sections contain the configuration of the simulation environment, and the discussion of the static and dynamic VMs instantiation cases. We firstly explore the results of the cloud simulator with a variation of the cloudlet input number and secondly, we present the dynamic reactive workload deployment case in which generation of VMs based on VMs migrations from a pool of available VMs.

5. Performance Modelling of the VM Instantiation

Herein we integrate the model of a typical cloud by using the algorithms of Section 4.2 within a simulation setting.

5.1. The Experiment Configuration

The simulation environment is based on the CloudSim (Calheiros et al., 2011), a framework for modeling and simulating clouds and their services. CloudSim allows control of (a) large scale clouds, (b) datacenters, brokers and scheduling policies in a self-contained fashion, (c) adaptability of the virtualization technology for creating multiple virtualization services, and (d) flexibility of the processing cores to switch between time and space shared allocation policies. In addition, we have utilized functionalities implemented in the SimIC (Sotiriadis et al., 2013a) such as the deployment of VMs. In particular, the SimIC aims of achieving interoperability, flexibility and service elasticity while at the same time introducing the notion of heterogeneity of multiple clouds configurations. Based on that we configure our experiment to contain the characteristics of Table 1.

As selected metrics we utilize the total simulation time that represents the time that the cloud requires to execute a bunch of cloudlets as given by the formula (2). The variable \( I \) represents an integer number greater than 0.

\[
\text{TotalSimulationTime} = \sum_{set=1}^{n} \text{FinishSimulatorTime}_\text{Cloudlet}[i].
\] (2)

In addition we use the average execution time that a cloudlet set requires to be executed as given from formula (3). The variable named as \( Cl \) denotes a typical cloudlet.

\[
\text{AverageExecutionTime}(ClSet) = \left( \frac{\sum_{set=1}^{n} Cl.FinishTime[i]}{ClCount[i]} \right).
\] (3)

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host</th>
<th>VM</th>
<th>Cloudlet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEs: 1</td>
<td>PEs: 1</td>
<td>PEs: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ram: 2048 (mb)</td>
<td>Ram: 1048 (mb)</td>
<td>Ram: 1000 (mb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage: 1000 000 (mb)</td>
<td>Size: 1000 (mb)</td>
<td>File size: 100 (mb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIPS: 1000</td>
<td>MIPS: 150</td>
<td>Output size: 100 (mb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth: 10 000 (mb/s)</td>
<td>VM name: Xen</td>
<td>User ID: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocation Policy: In time</td>
<td>Allocation Policy: In time</td>
<td>Utilization Model: Full</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Next, we explore the VM instantiation performance which is analogous to a combination of the number of cloudlets, VMs and hosts. After, we integrate the dynamic case that contains the VM migration specification and the experimental analysis. Both solutions are implemented in the Cloudsim simulation framework which is an alternative for utilizing resources and evaluating static and dynamic hypothesis. Specifically, static presents the experimental analysis of the exploration of the testbed for identifying the performance of the hosts, VMs and cloudlets for certain job variations.

5.2. The Static VM Performance

We first explore the cloud simulator with a variation of the cloudlet input number. Here, it should be mentioned that the VM allocation policy includes the scheduling of cloudlets to VMs in a twofold mean as presented in Calheiros et al. (2011). Firstly the space sharing policy in which cloudlets are placed in the queue when there are free PEs (number of cores) available. Secondly, the time-sharing policy indicates that at any given time multiple cloudlets could be allocated within the cores of a VM. The same policies could be applied in the case of the VM to hosts allocation policy. This means that VMs can either queued in space or in time with respect to the cores installed in the host. In this experiment, we have utilized the time-sharing policy for both cloudlet and VM scheduling, thus multi-VMs instantiation within the host cores. It should be mentioned that queuing in hosts and VMs allocation happens in a first-come-first-serve scheduling (Cloudsim Lab, 2012).

With respect to the utilization model, the static case selects VMs in a stochastic manner. That means that cloudlets are submitted to VMs randomly and aim to reach a 100% utilization level. Finally, the provisioning policies of physical resources (CPU, RAM, etc.) are executed in order to provide the best guaranteed service; this is to allocate a resource whenever it is available (Buyya et al., 2010). Specifically, the cloudlets number varied from 1 to 250, while the VMs number is fixed to 50. The whole setting runs within 50 hosts of one datacenter. Figure 3 shows the behavior of the simulator in terms of average execution time and simulation time.

The results show that the average execution and the simulation times are constantly increased in a linear way. In addition, the average execution time is increased with a lower rate than the simulation runtime. This means that in the case of a high peak workload the average execution time will stay in rational levels, however, the whole simulation time that represents the complete service time will be huge. This is because of the operations happened within the simulated environment e.g. due to communication latencies. Specifically, Fig. 3 illustrates that for a big cloudlet submission input the total simulation time (simulation clock) indicator (the total cloud service execution time) raise in a higher rate than the average execution time. This could cause significant problems in the case of a huge workload submission.

In a different experiment, we execute 10 to 100 VMs with a fixed number of 1000 cloudlets within an environment of 50 hosts in one datacenter. Figure 4 demonstrates the performance of the simulator when the specification is set to the values of Table 1. It is apparent that as the number of VMs increases with constant values of hosts and cloudlets
the average execution and simulation times decrease significantly. Especially, for VMs number greater than 50 the values increase with a lower rate. In the case of 100 VMs the total execution time decreases dramatically and almost becomes identical to the average execution time. This means that for the specific configuration, and with the VMs number greater than 100 the system reaches a steady state. In the next experiment we monitor the performance of 1 VM when executed in 1 to 20 hosts. Figure 5 shows the performance of the simulation for the specification of Table 1.

In Fig. 6, as the hosts number varied the job input of 1000 cloudlets that run in 10 VMs shows a decrease trend in the average execution and simulation times. In the case of hosts number greater than 5 the rate comes in a steady state for both metrics. We present the experimental configuration and results from static and dynamic cases in Table 2 implemented in Cloudsim. The next section presents figures that illustrate those values. Execution times are in milliseconds (ms).
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Fig. 5. Static deployment of VM instantiation performance for input submission of 1000 cloudlets in non-reactive setting.

Fig. 6. The static and non-reactive benchmark results (average simulation and total execution time).

Table 2
The comparison of average execution times and simulation times for static and dynamic cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hosts</th>
<th>Cloudlets</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VMs</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average execution time (static)</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>1168</td>
<td>1164</td>
<td>1164</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total simulation time (static)</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>320</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average execution time (dynamic)</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>348</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total simulation time (dynamic)</td>
<td>824.6</td>
<td>1039.6</td>
<td>1039.6</td>
<td>1039.6</td>
<td>1039.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. The Static VM Performance

This section presents the dynamic reactive workload deployment case that generates VMs based on VMs migrations from a pool of available VMs. For modeling this functionality we assume that the cloud administrator has previously configured a set of VMs. Utilization
Fig. 7. Average execution and simulation times of 1000 cloudlets with dynamic migration of reactive VMs instantiation.

is based on migration of VMs within a physical space of the same host (Calheiros et al., 2011). Specifically, migration utilization policy selects a host with the least computational power due to utilization increase caused by the VM allocation. Thus, in the experiment we set the utilization threshold to 80%, so the system tries to keep the host utilization (CPU) under the specific utilization threshold. The rest 20% of the utilization consumed by the migration operations. In this case the migration includes a duplication of the actual VM by using the forking method (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2009) as described in Section 2. Specifically, each time a cloudlet submitted to the broker for execution, the datacenter offers an additional functionality that allows VMs to be migrated rather than created from the beginning. For experimental purposes we did not implement the VM forking solution for VM duplication, however, we have defined the delay of migration by formula (4).

\[ MigrationDelay_{VMi} = \frac{VM_{RAM}}{VM_{BW}} + (f_{VMi} \times const_{VMi}). \]  

We extend the formula of (Cloudsim Lab, 2012) and we measure the delay of the division of the \( VM_{RAM} \) by the bandwidth speed \( VM_{BW} \) in addition to the result of a coefficient value that represents the extra delay. This corresponds to forking latency time \( f_{VMi} \) (Lagar-Cavilla et al., 2009) multiplied by a constant variable \( const_{VMi} \) to control the rate of latency. For example in this experiment we set the \( f_i \) in 1000 (ms.) and the consti in 10, that means that the delay is actually 10 times greater \((10)^4\). This happens because we want to perform the experiment with a worst-case scenario. By performing migration of tasks in a simulated forking environment, we allow VM instantiation in a dynamic case. This is to say that when there is no availability in terms of computational power, new VMs are generated from a virtual resource pool to handle the demanded workload.

Figure 7 presents the performance of the testbed by measuring the average execution and simulation times when dynamic instantiation occurs. The specification includes the execution of 1000 cloudlets when the VM numbers are varied from 10 to 100.
Figure 7 results show the average execution decreases while the simulation time increases. In addition, when the VMs number is greater than 25 the system goes to a stable state with cloudlets execution to be under 400 ms. However, the total simulation time is increased significantly. For VMs number greater than 25 the testbed offers a stable state in which execution of 1000 cloudlets happens in less than 1000 ms. Figure 8 demonstrates the results of the average execution time by comparing the static benchmarks (as presented in Fig. 6) and the dynamic instantiation for the same VMs variation (10 to 100).

Specifically, Fig. 8, compares the average execution time with and without migration. It is clear that the dynamic case with migration outperforms the static solution. Specifically, for VMs number greater than 50 the static solution gets stable (under 100 ms.) while the dynamic case for VMs number greater than 25 it offers a stable state with execution time under 40 ms. A unique situation is the case of 25 VMs, in which the solution offers the same results for both cases.

Figure 9 shows the results of the total simulation time by comparing the static and the dynamic instantiation for the same VMs variation (10 to 100) with the same configuration. Figure 9, demonstrates the testbed performance with regards to the total simulation time. In this case the non-migration solution outperforms the reactive because of the latencies happens due to VM migrations. It should be mentioned that the initial appreciation that delay is set to ten times higher than the non-migration is the reason for the high delay numbers. However, when the number of VMs is greater than 25 the solution is getting in steady execution level under 1000 ms.

Figure 10 demonstrates the indicators of the number of VM migrations, the SLA violations and the energy consumption according to the model of (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010) in the reactive dynamic migration case when the VMs are varied from 10 to 100.

For experimental purposes the determination of SLA violations is measured by the difference between total requested and allocated MIPS divided by the total requested MIPS (Calheiros et al., 2011).
Fig. 9. Total simulation time of 1000 cloudlets with the dynamic migration of reactive VMs instantiation in comparison with the static and non-reactive case of Fig. 6.

Fig. 10. Number of migrations, SLA violation and energy consumption for reactive VM instantiation.

In Fig. 10, the indicators related with VM migration show that for higher number of VMs the number of VM migrations is increased. This happens because the experiment aims always to achieve a better distribution of cloudlets among VMs. In addition, the number of SLAs violations, which is related with the requested and allocation MIPS, is slightly increase. At last, the energy consumption (measured by the model of Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010), increases significantly due to the extra computational power needed by the datacenter for migrating VMs.

To conclude, by comparing static and dynamic reactive cases we could argue that a dynamic VM deployment causes a higher number of energy consumption because of the higher total simulation time, however, the average execution time of cloudlets has been well optimized. Specifically, the average value of the average execution times in dynamic
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Case is 371 ms. while in static case is 926 ms. In contrary, the average simulation time in static case is 640 ms. While in the dynamic case is 997 ms. Thus, a future challenge is to identify ways of minimizing the simulation time in order to reach the average levels of static instantiation 640 ms.

Nevertheless, if the perspective is from the view of the user, by reactively utilizing dynamic migration of VMs instantiation, a better quality of service level have been presented because of the optimization of the average execution time of the cloudlets, which represents the running time of the jobs. The next section illustrates various scenarios in which the dynamic solution could be applied. The common aim of each one is to enhance the agility and flexibility of the cloud by dynamically instantiating VMs.

6. Implications of Deploying Dynamic VMs Instantiations

The following five scenarios reflect the benefits of the dynamic deployment of VMs instantiation.

- Service consolidation and isolation: Over the years it will be common to organize services from multiple providers to be collaborative. Similarly, IT infrastructure can be seen as a large established service. A flexible solution includes the deployment of VMs in hosts by sandboxing the required workload into small virtual chunks. However, this static view arises questions regarding the agility in serving the different levels of workload requests. A more advanced solution is the dynamic deployment of VMs instantiations. As presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 the performance metrics of times present an improved performance in executed those requests. In other words, the benefit by consolidating workloads will be increased by migrating VMs within the environment. Similar to consolidation, isolation defines that application services could be separated from each other. With reactive VMs management undesired interactions and conflicts could be eliminated.

- Security and consistency of applications: This implies the creation of VMs for each of the user application. Thus, VMs are generated according to the requirements of the user in a reactive manner, rather than in a static deployment case. Again, the dynamic case will be able to control the security and reliability based on the SLAs signed among providers and consumers. As presented in Section 5.3 the SLA violations in the simulation environment is increased with a slower rate for large number of VMs and cloudlets.

- Testing of applications: In the case of testing, virtualization allows the concurrent use of products when implemented in different virtual machines. This is a very handy solution for customers that require developing their own applications and for administrators as well. In advance, the reactive deployment of VMs instantiations will make testing more efficient as migration will allow the faster execution of heavy testing situations to remote idle hosts.

- Disaster management: As datacenter conditions change due to unforeseen situations, migration is the key to move workloads in real time. With this, users do not expect
to suffer from any significant interruptions to the service availability. Critical case in disaster management includes the orchestration of the environment to act in a predictable manner by prioritizing tasks when a disaster incidence occurs. This includes the movement of active VMs to idle or spare datacenter hosts within a convenient time.

- Energy consumption: The effects of migrating VMs in a cloud environment offer significant advantages like resource distribution and energy consolidation. However, due to migration the consumption of energy is increased; thus a challenge is to find scenarios in order to optimize the power consumption. Such scenarios are presented in literature (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2010), in the case of a power consolidation setting, the power overhead of migration is much less than without consolidation.

These scenarios are different in terms of the perspective of the decision maker for VMs deployment. However, the common overall aim to enhance the agility and flexibility of the cloud by dynamically instantiating VMs. For example, in scenario 1 workloads are sandboxed in VMs on demand from the perspective of the computational power, while scenario 2 involves application services from the user perspective. Eventually, we consider that dynamic and reactive deployment of VMs will play an important role in the deployment of VMs instantiations, especially when large-scale clouds occur.

7. Conclusions

In this work we present the VM instantiation analysis in a cloud environment. To this extend, we have compared the static and dynamic instantiations (with VM migration) by using CloudSim as the simulation testbed. The analysis presented herein shows that in dynamically reactive model of VMs instantiation the average execution times using VM migration outperforms the result found in the static case. However, this compromises the overall system time (simulation time) and the energy consumption levels. This is because we initially set the delay of VM migration to the highest delay levels. Nevertheless, as the primary view of the paper was to increase the quality of service levels from the users perspective, the overall service execution time levels (represented by the average execution time) have been optimized for the specific configuration.

Opportunities for further research include extending the functionality of the allocation policies and the utilization model in order to achieve decrease simulation times as well as decrease energy consumption levels. A future direction is to incorporate cloud datacenters and allow tasks to be migrated between different hosts belonging to various datacenters. Challenges to this direction include the implementation of the InterCloud environment (Sotiriadis et al., 2012b), a setting for exchanging cloudlets and VMs among interoperable clouds for improving the quality of service levels.

Finally, the work will aim to the inter-cloud model. The last one comes to expand cloud capabilities in terms of quality of provisioned services and elasticity. In particular this the Inter-Cloud Meta-Scheduling (ICMS) (Sotiriadis et al., 2013b) model presents an adaptive environment that allows efficient service distribution among interoperable clouds. In such
setting the effective VM migration will enhance the inter-cloud performance by allowing the exchanging of VMs for dynamic situations.
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**Debesų kompiuterijos planavimo optimizavimas: reaguojantis modelis virtualiosioms mašinoms dinamiškai diegti**

Nik BESSIS, Stelios SOTIRIADIS, Fatos XHAF A, Eleana ASIMAKOPOULOU

Šis tyrimas siūlo sprendimų priėmimo proceso modelį virtualiosioms mašinoms diegti debesų kompiuterijos aplinkoje. Mes tiriame dvi veiklos laiko metrikų optimizavimo konfigūracijas: statika, kuriuose virtualiosios mašinos yra sukurtos pagal debesų kompiuterijos orchestravimą, ir dinamika, kuriuose naudojant migravimą virtualiosios mašinos yra reaguojančiai adaptuojamos pagal darbų pateikimus. Mes integruojame abu sprendimus tame pačiame simuliatoriuje, kad galėtume matuoti įvairių virtualiųjų mašinų, darbų ir kompiuterių kombinacijų veiklą vidutiniu vykdymo ir viso modeliavimo laikais. Galime daryti išvadą, kad dinamiška konfigūracija yra perspektyvi, nes įgalina optimizuotą darbų vykdymo veiklą.